Senator Richard Colbeck has said that Justine Keay shows no shame with her misrepresentations.

“After dishonestly misrepresenting her citizenship on her election application, Justine Keay has now taken the Prime Minister completely out of context in a pathetic attempt to divide our community for political advantage.”

“Labor is obviously getting so desperate that they can’t campaign on their damaging $200bn tax grab and have descended to nasty, negative, false personal attacks."

“Labor lied about Medicare at the last election, now they are lying about what the Prime Minister has said.”

“It comes in the wake of back-to-back integrity scandals where senior Labor frontbenchers Joel Fitzgibbon and Linda Burney have been caught out doctoring their own transcripts.”

“We can’t even trust what they say they say themselves!”

“The Prime Minister said that “Working in aged care is a good job”. No amount of Labor lies can change that fact.”

“Justine Keay must explain to the aged care workers she meets today why Labor are today in the Parliament voting to try and stop them getting a $530 tax cut.

“Why is Labor trying to stop a tax cut for 39,300 low and middle income workers in Braddon?”
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